


VIKINGS SERIES AUCTION II BUYER’S GUIDE 

Auction Details 

VIP Fan Auctions is excited to offer more than 500 exclusive props, wardrobe, and production 
pieces from all six seasons of the hit series Vikings! All items come straight from the studio and 
include a Certificate of Authenticity. 

Bidding Information 

The Auction is being offered at www.vipfanauctions.com as a time auction. Online Bidding 
can be conducted through VIP Fan Auctions’ online auction platform. If any bid is placed 
within the final minute of the Auction Period, the Auction Period will automatically be 
extended by 2 additional minutes. The auction will close once a bid is not made in the final 
minute. To join the online bidding, fans must register for the auction here.   

Bidding will be available during the following dates: 
• Part 1: Thursday, March 18 – March 25
• Part 2: Friday, March 19 – March 26
• Part 3: Thursday, March 25 – April 1
• Part 4: Friday, March 26 – April 2

*Lots will be open for bidding beginning at 1:30 p.m. CST on the auction start dates above –
NOTE: Each lot will have a soft close to prevent sniping and will automatically be extended
by 2 additional minutes if a bid is made in the final minute. The auction will close once a
bid is not made in the final minute.

Product Questions 

If you have any questions on an auction lot, please email us here. 

Bidding Increments 

The following are bid increments for the Auction. 

$29 - $50 by $25 
$50 - $500 by $25 
$500 - $1,000 by $50 
$1,000 - $5,000 by $100 
$5,000 - $10,000 by $250 
$10,000 - $20,000 by $500 
$20,000 - $30,000 by $1,000 
$30,000 - $50,000 by $2,500 
$50,000 - onward by $5,000 

http://www.vipfanauctions.com/
https://www.vipfanauctions.com/registration/
mailto:auctions@vipfanclubs.com


Proxy Bidding/Automatic Bidding: 

You can place a maximum bid and you can walk away as the system will bid on your behalf 
based on our bidding increments at the lowest competitive price. Pricing increases (up to – 
but not beyond – your maximum bid) as other users bid on the lot. Please note that 
maximum bid amounts are only executed if there is a competing bidder up to that amount. 

Payment Details 

Auctions are conducted in USD. Payment can be made at checkout with PayPal. A Buyer's 
Premium of 20% will be added to all winning bids. Payment must be received within 7 days 
following the close of bidding on each Auction Item. 

Payment Plans 

Payment plans are offered through PayPal’s Pay in 4 which offers interest-free installments 
of the purchase price. All credit decisions are made by PayPal and interested parties should 
click on the Pay in 4 link at checkout. 

Shipping 

We ship to most worldwide locations. Check here for where we ship. If your location does 
not show up during checkout, it may be a shipping location that we are unable to ship to at 
this time. 

We are happy to combine all auction winnings into one shipment to save on shipping cost 
when possible. If you wish to combine ship, please check out with all your auction wins and 
your items will automatically be combined for shipment.  

Consign with Us 

Do you have original pieces of entertainment memorabilia that you are ready to offer to 
other collectors?  If so, our Consignment Events are a perfect way to reach a large, 
worldwide collector base that appreciates rare collectibles and actively seeks new additions 
for their collections. This provides you with a full-service option to sell your items to 
appreciative collectors at great prices. We would be happy to discuss your collection with 
you, including current market values and our turnkey consignment process. Please contact 
us at consignment@vipfanauction.com if you have any questions. 

If you are interested in having any of your collectible items or collections included in one of 
our Consignment Events, please tell us about your item(s) by filling out our consignment 
form.  Once we have the information, a member of our team will review the information and 
then contact you regarding the next steps. 

https://www.paypal.com/us/for-you/pay-in-4
https://www.vipfanauctions.com/where-we-ship/
mailto:consignment@vipfanauction.com
https://vipfanauctions.com/consignment-form/
https://vipfanauctions.com/consignment-form/


ITEM USE TYPE DEFINITION GUIDE 

All items listed in our auctions will be classified by their use in the production. Please review our 
defined use types below. 

Screen Used/Worn: 
An item that was filmed during the production and used in the final cut of the show or movie. 

Stunt: 
An item used by a principal actor (not stunt double) that was used for a stunt sequence 
requiring a special skill set. The item is typically not made for close ups and is often made of 
lighter and safer material to minimize fatigue and risk of injury for the actor during a stunt 
sequence. Also, a wardrobe item for the principal actor may be marked “stunt” with a modified 
size for placement of padding and/or to allow the actor to move freely to perform the stunt. 

Stunt Double: 
An item used by a stunt actor portraying the character for a stunt sequence. A stunt is a difficult 
or dangerous sequence requiring a special skill set that was not performed by the principal 
actor. The item is typically not made for close ups and is made of more durable materials to 
withstand wear during stunt sequences. 

Photo Double: 
A photo double item is used/worn by a stand in actor portraying the character in a scene when 
an up-close shot of a principal actor is not required. 

Production Used/Worn: 
An item that was used during the production but cannot be verified as seen on screen or used 
during filming.  These items were made available and intended for use during production, but 
there is no verification of how or if they were used in the final cut of the production. 

Production Made: 
An item made for the production that was unused on set. There is no sign or known use of the 
item during the production. 

Prototype: 
A prototype item is an earlier version of the final piece and could differ from the finalized 
version ultimately used in the production. 

Concept: 
A concept piece can be digital art, drawn art, finished statue, or prototype of the final piece and 
is used to convey a visual representation of a design, idea and/or mood for use in the 
production before the final product. 

Mold/Mould: 
A mold is made of rubber or plaster (could be surrounded by fiberglass) production piece used 
to form a particular shape for the prop/wardrobe items in quantity or in a different material 
than the original piece was made. 



Vikings Screen Used French Army Shield Ss 3-5
Vikings
Material: Wood & Leather

This prop item is used in multiple episodes throughout the series. This shield was seen 
during multiple battles in Paris during season 3 and 4 as Rollo assumes leadership of 
the French army which then sails to Kattagat in season 5 to help Ivar defeat Bjorn, 
Ubbe and Lagertha.

Shipping Box: L 40 in x W 28 in x H 6 in - 11 lbs

Vikings Screen Used Wessex Battle Gjallarhorn Ss 619
Vikings
Material: Appears Leather & Plastic

As Ivar executes his plan to draw in additional English troops led by King Alfred, Ivar 
gives the command to sound the Gjallarhorn signaling for his men to commence the 
attack on the English troops that were snared in his traps and those helping them. 
This double Gjallarhorn is seen in episode 619.

Shipping Box: L 24 in x W 12 in x H 10 in - 5 lbs

Vikings Screen Used Kiev Key Ep 615
Vikings
Material: Appears Metal

Not fully knowing what this "Key to Kiev" was going to reveal on the other side, and 
warned by Ivar it is a trap, Prince Dir is seen boldy thrusting open the doors (with the 
key inserted) to Kiev during episode 615.  As tension and uncertainty mount, Prince Dir 
is then approached by a lone guard and presented a sword swearing to him and Prince 
Igor the loyalty of the Kiev Army.

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 6 in x H 6 in - 3 lbs

No celebrity endorsement implied.
020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All rights reserved.



Vikings

Vikings Screen Used Mi'kmaq Tribe Axes & Knife Ep 618-620

Upon landing at the "Golden Land",  Othere and Ubbe quickly realize they are not the
lone inhabitants.  These axe and knife items are seen during episodes 618-620 utilized
by the Mi'kmak (Mee g-mahk) Tribe during their encounters with the Vikings.

This prop set is from episode 618 , episode 619  and episode 620 .

Shipping Box: L 24 in x W 8 in x H 8 in - 4 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Production Used B'jorn Burial Mound Model Prototype 
Ss 6

Material: Foam, Polyester & Clay

Son of the most famous Viking (Ragnar Lothbrok) and Shield Maiden (Lagertha) of all
time, Bjorn Ironside (Alexander Ludwig) was destined for greatness.   As his wife
Queen Gunnhild described him, Bjorn was the "son of Ragnar but in some ways even
greater than Ragnar" with his ability to unite all of Norway as he led their final battle
to stave off the Russian army takeover led by Prince Oleg and Ivar.  This is a model of
the burial tomb for the "man who could not die" from episode 611 - King of Kings.

Shipping Box: L 22 in x W 26 in x H 12 in - 7 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Screen Worn Ivar & Dir's Enduring Friendship Cross 
Necklace Ep 607 & 614

Material: Metal

As a token of their enduring friendship, Prince Dir has one of his men deliver this cross
to Ivar as seen in episode 607.  Together, Prince Dir and Ivar pursue the same goal of
protecting Prince Igor and eliminating Prince Oleg from power.   When they reunite in
episode 614, after Ivar escapes Kiev with Prince Igor, Prince Dir recognizes Ivar is
wearing the cross around his neck.

Shipping Box: L 9 in x W 6 in x H 2 in - 2 lbs

Vikings

Auction by VIP www.vipfanauctions.com No celebrity endorsement implied.
© 2020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All rights reserved.



Vikings

Vikings Production Used Family Tree Poster

Material: Paper

If you had a hard time "connecting the dots" regarding how all the characters were
related, this item is for you.  This is a production used "family" tree of all the key
characters from the series.

Shipping Box: L 35 in x W 6 in x H 6 in - 2 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Alfred the Great Ferdia Walsh-Peelo Screen Used 
Wessex Map Ep 617

Material: Leather

King Alfred is alerted by one of his scouts that a new Viking army is approaching
Wessex, led by the sons of Ragnar.   In episode 617, King Alfred pulls out this map as
he meets with his military leaders to speculate what he thinks the Ivar led Vikings are
planning.

Shipping Box: L 28 in x W 4 in x H 4 in

Vikings

Vikings Alfred the Great Ferdia Walsh-Peelo Screen Worn Tunic 
Set & Sleeves Ep 617

After King Alfred hears of the arrival of the sons of Ragnar led army, he immediately
abandons the Royal Villa and sets out to meet them with his army.  This tunic set is
from episode 617 as he marches toward his showdown with Ivar and the Vikings.

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 4 in - 7 lbs

Vikings

Auction by VIP www.vipfanauctions.com No celebrity endorsement implied.
© 2020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All rights reserved.



Vikings

Vikings Alfred the Great Ferdia Walsh-Peelo Screen Worn Armor 
Tunic Cuffs & Gaiters Ep 619 & 620

As the illegitimate son of Judith and Athelstan, Alfred (Ferdia Walsh-Peelo) was
provided protection by his step-grandfather, King Ecbert, who believed God has
special plans for him as the son of a "holy" man.  Eventually, Alfred became King of
Wessex and Mercia and led his armies into battles that resulted in King Finehair's
death and Ivar's death during episodes 619 and 620.  This wardrobe set is from
episode 619 "The Lord Giveth…" and episode 620 "The Last Act".

Shipping Box: L 18 in x W 12 in x H 18 in - 18 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Bjorn Alexander Ludwig Screen Worn Armor & Tunic 
Ep 611

King Bjorn (Alexander Ludwig) pleads with Queen Gunnhild to help him put on his
armor for the final time.  Upon fulfilling his request and clinging to life, Bjorn is
propped up on his horse and rides out alone, ahead of his army to confront Ivar and
Oleg.  To prove it is a "trick" and that he is dead, Ganbaatar proceeds to fire 3 arrows
into Bjorn.   Shocking everybody, and with 3 arrows in him, Bjorn harnesses all of his
strength to raise his sword to command the Viking armies of all of Norway to
commence the battle.  This is Bjorn's armor set form his final battle and has the
piercings in it from the arrows seen in episode 611.

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 12 in - 14 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Floki Gustaf Skarsgard Screen Worn Shirt & Pouch Ep 
102

Portrayed by Gustaf Skarsgard, the mysterious Floki is a master boat builder,
prankster, warrior, and close friend of Ragnar's.  This wardrobe set is from episode 102
"Wrath of the Northmen".

Shipping Box: L 12 in x W 9 in x H 4 in - 3 lbs

Vikings

Auction by VIP www.vipfanauctions.com No celebrity endorsement implied.
© 2020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All rights reserved.



Vikings

Vikings Floki Gustaf Skarsgard Screen Worn Tunic Pants & 
Shoes Ep 620

The eccentric and unpredictable Floki has gone from fierce Viking warrior and boat
design master to reflective inhabitant  among the the Mi'kmaq tribe of New
Foundland.  Floki is seen wearing this wardrobe costume as he sits among the
Mi'kmaq people during episode 620.

Shipping Box: L 18 in x W 12 in x H 6 in - 8 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Floki Gustaf Skarsgard Screen Worn Bracelet Set Ep 
619-620

The eccentric and unpredictable Floki has gone from fierce Viking warrior and boat
design master to reflective inhabitant  among the the Mi'kmaq tribe of New
Foundland.  Floki wears these Indigenous style bracelets throughout episodes 619 and
620.

Shipping Box: L 12 in x W 9 in x H 4 in - 2 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Gunnhild Ragga Ragnars Screen Worn Dress & Belt Ep 
611

As Bjorn pleads with her to help him put on his armor one last time, the ever loyal and
honoring Queen Gunnhild (Ragga Ragnars) is seen wearing this wardrobe set in
episode 611 .

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 4 in - 6 lbs

Vikings

Auction by VIP www.vipfanauctions.com No celebrity endorsement implied.
© 2020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All rights reserved.



Vikings

Vikings Gunnhild Ragga Ragnars Screen Worn Dress Ep 615

Material: Appears Polyester

In episode 615, King Finehair, attempts to marry both Queen Gunnhild and Ingrid.  As
Gunnhild approaches Ingrid and him at the end of the dock where the vows are to take
place, she proceeds to walk past him, disrobe from this dress, and dive into the water
where she eventually drowns in hopes of joining Bjorn in Valhalla.

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 4 in - 12 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Hvitserk Marco Ilso Screen Worn Armor & Cuffs Ss 6

Hvitserk (Marco Ilso) remains as one of the only living sons of Ragnar.  Tormented his
whole life with feelings of inadequacy, Hvitserk finds himself coping with drugs and
alcohol leading to him killing Lagertha.  Accompanying Ivar into battle both against his
own and then against King Alfred, Hvitserk is seen wearing this torso armor and cuffs
in multiple episodes during season 6.

This wardrobe set is used in multiple episodes throughout the series.

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 12 in - 6 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Hvitserk Marco Ilso Screen Worn Armor & Tunic Ep 610 
-611

Son of Ragnar and murderer of Lagertha, Hvitserk (Marco Ilso) is one of only two of
Ragnar's sons who remains alive.  Hvitserk battles personal demons throughout the
series while fighting many battles against his own family.  His torso armor is seen in
multiple episodes during season 6, perhaps none more notable than during episodes
610 and 611 as he stands along Ivar during the battle that mortally wounds Bjorn.

This wardrobe set is from episodes, 610, 611, and 619.

Shipping Box: L 20 in x W 6 in x H 14 in - 17 lbs

Vikings

Auction by VIP www.vipfanauctions.com No celebrity endorsement implied.
© 2020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All rights reserved.



Vikings

Vikings Igor Oran Glynn O'Donovan Screen Worn Armor Tunic 
Set & Belt Ss 6

Although nobody would consider Prince Igor (Oran Glynn O'Donovan) a warrior, this
did not preclude the need for armor to protect him as he travels throughout.  This
custom made armor set is seen worn throughout multiple episodes of season 6.

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 4 in - 8 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Igor Oran Glynn O'Donovan Screen Worn Coat Belt & 
Hat Ep 612 & 615

Designed to combat the cold Russian weather, Prince Igor (Oran Glynn O'Donovan) is
seen wearing this coat and hat during episode 615 as he and Ivar free Prince Dir from
his captivity and escort him to safety.  This wardrobe set is also worn in episode 612.

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 4 in - 8 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Igor Oran Glynn O'Donovan Screen Worn Coat Ep 615

Material: Appears Cotton

During episode 615, Ivar and Hvitserk leave Kiev and return to Kattegat to reunite one
more time with their homeland and fight against King Alfred.  Realizing this is
"goodbye", Prince Igor (Oran Glynn O'Donovan) wears this brilliant, red jacket as he
tearfully shouts out to Ivar and Ivar waives back.

Shipping Box: L 12 in x W 10 in x H 6 in - 6 lbs

Vikings

Auction by VIP www.vipfanauctions.com No celebrity endorsement implied.
© 2020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All rights reserved.



Vikings

Vikings Igor Oran Glynn O'Donovan Screen Used Cross Ep 614

Material: Appears Plastic

Ivar receives the "signal" from Prince Dir that it's time to get Prince Igor out of Kiev.
The day was Good Friday and Ivar recognized that during the reenactment of the
crucifixion of Christ, there would be an opportunity to escape with Hvitserk, Prince
Igor, and Princess Katia.  Gaining suspicion due to their absence, Prince Oleg orders a
servant to find Prince Igor.  When their wagon gets stopped trying to proceed through
the ceremony, Prince Igor asks Ivar what they should do.  Ivar responds with "pray to
the gods".  Prince Igor is seen holding this cross while he prays as they get escorted
right through the middle of the ceremony and past Prince Oleg to their freedom.  This
prop item is from episode 614 as Prince Igor escapes Kiev.

Shipping Box: L 12 in x W 9 in x H 4 in - 2 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Igor Oran Glynn O'Donovan Screen Used Carving 
Puppet & Mask Ep 614 & 615

Prince Igor spends much of his time carving wood puppets as seen during episode 614
prior to him opening up to Ivar about "being a cripple as well" and "wanting to die".
He then thanks him and tells him he loves him.  This prop set was also seen in episode
615 .

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 4 in - 2 lbs

Vikings

Vikings ingrid Lucy Martin Screen Worn Wedding Costume Ep 
615

Focused on becoming the queen, Ingrid (Lucy Martin) finally completes her quest to
become Queen Ingrid in episode 615 after she marries King Finehair.  She wears this
dress on her wedding day standing at the end of the pier that Queen Gunnhild dives
off of prior to her death.

Shipping Box: L 180 in x W 12 in x H 6 in - 7 lbs

Vikings

Auction by VIP www.vipfanauctions.com No celebrity endorsement implied.
© 2020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All rights reserved.



Vikings

Vikings ingrid Lucy Martin Screen Used Bag & Tools Set Ep 617
Vikings
The crazed witch, Queen Ingrid (Lucy Martin), goes into the forest and gathers 
materials she needs to create a bloody concoction to conduct a mystical prayer ritual 
referencing driving the stake into eyes creating blindness. This ill-willed prayer was 
directed toward Erik and eventually caused him blindness.  This prop set is from 
episode 617.

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 4 in - 3 lbs

Vikings Ivar Alex Hogh Andersen Screen Worn Armor Shirt & 
Collar Ep 617-620

As a strategist and leader of warriors, Ivar the Boneless, was a ruthless tyrant.  His
unpredictability and varying loyalty made him even more dangerous.  Born a cripple,
anger and a desire for power drove Ivar to betray his family and at times his Viking
culture for the sake of victory.  This battle torso armor set was worn during episodes
617-620.

Shipping Box: L 24 in x W 10 in x H 16 in - 10 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Ivar Alex Hogh Andersen Screen Worn Armor Set Tunic 
& Arm Braces Ss 6

As a war strategist and leader, there were few as well known as Ivar the Boneless.  As
the youngest son of Ragnar and crippled his whole life, Ragnar emplores Ivar to use his
mind and unpredictability to achieve his conquests.  This wardrobe set is used in
episodes 610 and 611 as Ivar enters into battle.

Shipping Box: L 20 in x W 6 in x H 14 in - 16 lbs

Vikings

Auction by VIP www.vipfanauctions.com No celebrity endorsement implied.
© 2020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All rights reserved.



Vikings

Vikings Ivar Alex Hogh Andersen Screen Used Arm Ring Ss 4-6

Ivar the Boneless (Alex Hogh Andersen) is the youngest son of Ragnar and Aslaug.
Crippled his whole life and with a chip on his shoulder, Ivar develops a reputation for
his brilliance as war strategist, but also as a tyrant of a leader.  Used both to signify
their societal status going from a boy to a man and their loyalty affiliations, arm rings
had significant meaning in the Viking culture.  This prop set is used in multiple
episodes throughout the popular Vikings (2013-2020) series.

Shipping Box: L 9 in x W 6 in x H 4 in - 2 lbs

Vikings

Vikings King Aelle Ivan Kaye Screen Used Saxon Army Shield 
Ep 518

Material: Leather

In episode 518, Lagertha has "visions" of Ragnar in the cage that held him just before
his death.  Saxon soldiers are seen holding these shields as they stand around the
snake pit Ragnar gets dropped into.  Note, these shields were the same ones used by
the French army on the sides of their ships in episode 410 and were painted black
(over the top of the blue teal) for repurposing in season 5.

Shipping Box: L 26 in x W 6 in x H 26 in - 5 lbs

Vikings

Vikings King Harald Finehair Peter Franzen Screen Worn Armor 
& Tunic Ep 610

As Ivar joins the Rus army that invades Kattegat during episode 610, King Finehair
engages in battle wearing this incredibly crafted tunic and armor wardrobe set.

Shipping Box: L 18 in x W 12 in x H 14.5 in - 17 lbs

Vikings

Auction by VIP www.vipfanauctions.com No celebrity endorsement implied.
© 2020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All rights reserved.



Vikings

Vikings King Harald Finehair Peter Franzen Screen Worn Coat & 
Belt Ep 614-615

A coat "fit for a king", this majestic coat is worn by King Finehair during episodes 614
and 615.  The King of Norway can be seen wearing this coat and belt during the
dramatic scene in which Finehair believes he is about to lose his life and then again
during his wedding ceremony.

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 4 in - 8 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Kjetill Flatnose Adam Copeland Screen Worn Armor 
Tunic & Cuffs Ep 604 & 606

Few shows have experienced such enormous popularity as the hit TV series Vikings
(2013-2020) and fewer actors have also been the 7-time WWE World Heavyweight
Champion.  Actor/entertainer Adam Copeland has been both as he plays the role of
the Viking warrior, gone insane, Kjetill "Flatnose" during seasons 5 and 6.  This armor
tunic can be seen in episodes 604 -  "All the Prisoners" and 606 - "Death and the
Serpent".

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 12 in - 16 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Lagertha Katheryn Winnick Screen Worn Dress Ep 108

Material: Appears Cotton

The most famous Shield Maiden of all time and mother of the great Bjorn Ironside,
Lagertha (Kathryn Winnick) really just wanted to be a wife, mother, and farmer.  She
wore this simple, yet elegant dress is episode 108 as she and Ragnar sit down for
dinner with their kids and she pleads for Ragnar to stay rather than go on another raid.

Shipping Box: L 12 in x W 10 in x H 6 in - 3 lbs

Vikings

Auction by VIP www.vipfanauctions.com No celebrity endorsement implied.
© 2020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All rights reserved.



Vikings Lagertha Katheryn Winnick Screen Worn Cloak Ep 406

Material: Appears Wool

Undeniably the greatest shield maiden of all time, Lagertha (Katheryn Winnick) was a
fierce warrior, passionate mother, and the first love of Ragnar Lothbrook.  Until her
demise in Season 6, she fought to protect her family, her land, and her Viking honor.
This wardrobe item is from episode 406 "What Might Have Been".

Shipping Box: L 12 in x W 10 in x H 6 in - 6 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Mi'kmaq Tribe Screen Used Peace Offering Headpiece 
Ep 618

Material: Shells & Feathers

This custom made headpiece is one of the items the Mi'kmaq (Mee-g'mahk) people
exchanged with the Vikings "peace" offering gifts from episode 618.

Shipping Box: L 12 in x W 10 in x H 6 in - 3 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Nikani Ellyn Jade Screen Worn Shawl Earrings Bracelet 
& Hair Piece Ep 619-620

This wonderfully crafted shawl was worn by Nikani (Ellyn Jade) of the Indigenous
people of New Foundland.  Additionally, complimentary hair piece, earrings, and
bracelet are included in this set. This wardrobe set is used during episodes 619 and
620 .

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 4 in - 4 lbs

Vikings

Auction by VIP www.vipfanauctions.com No celebrity endorsement implied.
© 2020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All rights reserved.



Vikings Oleg Danila Kozlovsky Screen Worn Jacket & Tunic Ep 
611 & 614

Prince Oleg (Danila Kozlovsky) is seen wearing beautifully designed tunics and jackets
throughout season 6 of the hit TV series Vikings (2013-2020). This particular wardrobe
set is from episodes 611 and 614 .

Shipping Box: L 18 in x W 12 in x H 6 in - 7 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Oleg Danila Kozlovsky Screen Worn Tunic & Collar Ep 
610-612

Crazed in his quest to conquer Kattegat, Prince Oleg wears this tunic underneath his
armor and the armored collar as he takes communion prior to his defeat at the hands
of the Norse Vikings in episode 611.  This wardrobe item is worn throughout episodes
610-612.

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 4 in - 5 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Othere Ray Stevenson Screen Worn Tunic Belt & Ring 
Ep 618-619

The mysterious wanderer Othere (Ray Stevenson), appears during season 6 and sails
alongside Ubbe in their quest to find the Golden Land that he claims he once saw.
Othere is seen wearing the belt and ring in episode 618 as he tells the tribe the story of
his life.  The tunic is worn over the top of his tattoos and scars in episode 619 and is
seen as he and Ubbe discuss what happened to Floki and the possibilities the "new
world" provides.

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 4 in - 7 lbs

Vikings

Auction by VIP www.vipfanauctions.com No celebrity endorsement implied.
© 2020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All rights reserved.



Vikings Othere Screen Worn Necklace & Ring Ep 609

This ring and necklace were originally worn by the Viking Sailor wanderer "Othere"
who was admittedly killed by a Christian monk, originally name Athelstan (just like the
monk Floki killed) who then took his name Othere.  This "truth" came about as the
"new" Othere reveals his story to Ubbe in episode 609.

Shipping Box: L 12 in x W 9 in x H 4 in - 2 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Pekitaulet Carmen Moore Screen Worn Cape & Earrings 
Ep 619-620

As leader of the Mi'kmaq tribe, Pekitaulet (Carmen Moore) dons this decorative cape
and earring set. This wardrobe set was worn by her in episodes 619 and 620.

Shipping Box: L 18 in x W 12 in x H 6 in - 6 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Prince Dir Lenn Kudrjawizki Screen Worn Armor Tunic 
Set & Cuffs Ep 615

This eye-catching costume is worn by Prince Dir (Lenn Kudrjawiski) of Rus.  Desperate
to free and protect his nephew from his crazed brother Oleg, Prince Dir ultimately
teams up with Ivar to create a plan to accomplish this.  You can see Prince Dir wearing
this ensemble during episode 615.

Shipping Box: L 18 in x W 12 in x H 18 in - 15 lbs

Vikings

Auction by VIP www.vipfanauctions.com No celebrity endorsement implied.
© 2020 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. All rights reserved.



Vikings

Vikings Ingrid Lucy Martin Screen Worn Necklace Earrings Ss 6
Vikings
Lucy Martin portrays Queen Ingrid, servant girl turned queen. Ingrid held multiple 
roles including being a witch and wife of Bjorn. After Bjorn's death, she eventually 
marries King Finehair and becomes the Queen of Kattegat.  This head piece and earring 
set is from episode 618.

Shipping Box: L 12 in x W 9 in x H 4 in - 2 lbs

Vikings Torvi Georgia Hirst Screen Worn Cape Dress Skirt Pants
Belt & Jewelry Ep 620

Torvi (Georgia Hirst) was a Shield-maiden and eventual wife of Ubbe with whom she
accompanies on his journey with Othere to find the Golden Land.  As they integrate
into the Mi'kmaq tribe, Torvi takes on the traditional clothing style of the Indigenous
people.  She is seen wearing this this custom wardrobe set throughout episode 620.

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 12 in - 13 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Ubbe Jordan Patrick Smith Screen Used Sunboard Ep
613

Material: Resin & Wood

This unique item is from season 6, episode 3 of the hit TV series Vikings (2013-2020).
Utilizing this sunboard to help him navigate the open seas, Ubbe (Jordan Patrick
Smith) declares to Othere that they "have lost sight of land" and asks him which way
he steered years ago when he found the Golden Land.

Shipping Box: L 12 in x W 10 in x H 6 in - 2 lbs

Vikings
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Vikings

Vikings Ubbe Jordan Patrick Smith Screen Worn Tunic Ep 620

Material: Leather

Still wondering about Floki, Ubbe (Jordan Patrick Smith) sits alongside Othere on the
top of a ridgeline and asks him "what made Floki so sad?" Ubbe is wearing this long
sleeve tunic during this scene in episode 620.

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 4 in - 5 lbs

Vikings

Vikings Ubbe Jordan Patrick Smith Screen Worn Blanket Ep 620
Vikings
Material: Nylon Faux Fur

Used in the closing scene of the final episode of the great series Vikings (2013-2020), 
Ubbe and the eccentric Floki sit among the shores of Newfoundland and reflect upon 
the past and discuss the future while keeping warm underneath these poncho style 
blankets.  This wardrobe item is from episode 620.

Shipping Box: L 20 in x W 20 in x H 20 in - 18 lbs

Vikings We'jitu Phillip Lewitski Screen Worn Tunic Collar 
Necklace & Loin Cloth Ep 619

This a fantastic wardrobe set from episode 619.  This costume includes a screen worn
loin cloth, tunic, and decorative collar worn by actor Phillip Lewitski as he portrays
We'jitu.

Shipping Box: L 15 in x W 12 in x H 4 in - 4 lbs
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